TOUCHSCREEN TREADMILL
SETUP GUIDE

LET’S MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS UPDATED

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. NEXT PRESS THE “UPDATE” BUTTON NEXT TO “SYSTEMS AND APPS”.

3. A LIST OF APPS WILL APPEAR. IF AN UPDATE IS AVAILABLE
   THE BUTTON WILL BE BRIGHT WHITE.
   NOTE: Once the update begins the screen will be
   locked until the update is finished.

NOW LET’S SELECT YOUR LANGUAGE

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. ON THE SETTINGS PAGE PRESS THE LANGUAGE TAB
   LOCATED IN THE BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER.

3. THEN PRESS YOUR PREFERRED LANGUAGE.
   NOTE: Your console will reset to the start up page
   with the desired language displayed.

OR CONNECT THROUGH ETHERNET

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. ON THE SETTINGS PAGE PRESS THE ETHERNET TAB
   LOCATED TOWARDS THE BOTTOM RIGHT OF THE PAGE.

3. TURN ETHERNET TOGGLE ON AND PLUG THE ETHERNET CORD
   INTO THE BACK OF YOUR CONSOLE.

LET’S ADJUST YOUR BRIGHTNESS & SOUNDS

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. ADJUST THE BRIGHTNESS OR SOUNDS BY SIMPLY MOVING
   THE SLIDERS SIDE TO SIDE.

   NOTE: We suggest that sounds be turned up fully.
   (You can also adjust volume during your
   workout)

LET’S GET YOUR BLUETOOTH AUDIO SETUP

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. ON THE SETTINGS PAGE PRESS THE BLUETOOTH TAB
   LOCATED TOWARDS THE BOTTOM LEFT OF THE PAGE.

3. TURN THE BLUETOOTH TOGGLE ON & SELECT
   YOUR DEVICE.
   NOTE: The bluetooth toggle is located in the top right
   corner. On the left is the list of devices.

4. CHANGE THE NAME OF YOUR SPEAKER OR HEADPHONES BY
   SELECTING THE GEAR ICON.
   NOTE: Your device should connect when selected. If
   not, make sure its not connected to another
   device, and make sure your device is in pairing
   mode.

   NOTE: This step can be skipped. After your device is
   connected you can change the name.

LET’S GET YOUR WIFI CONNECTED

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE SETTINGS GEAR ICON
   LOCATED IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.

2. ON THE SETTINGS PAGE PRESS THE WIRELESS TAB
   LOCATED IN THE BOTTOM CENTER OF THE PAGE.

3. TURN THE WIFI TOGGLE ON & CHOOSE YOUR
   NETWORK.
   NOTE: The wifi toggle is located in the top right
   corner. On the left is the list of networks.

4. TYPE THE WIFI PASSWORD AND PRESS CONNECT.

   NOTE: For headphones or speakers only.

NOW LET’S CREATE A CUSTOM USER

1. ON THE HOME PAGE PRESS THE USER LOGIN BUTTON
   LOCATED AT THE BOTTOM CENTER OF THE PAGE.

NOTE: Once the update begins the screen will be
locked until the update is finished.

NOTE: The wifi toggle is located in the top right
corner. On the left is the list of networks.

NOTE: The gear icon is located on the right side of
the device list.

NOTE: The bluetooth toggle is located in the top right
corner. On the left is the list of devices.
2. Then press the "-" on a user icon and press "USER INFO".

Note: If no user icons are available you can delete or edit a user simply by selecting it.

3. Select a user icon by pressing the arrows or upload a photo using a USB flash drive.

Note: To upload a photo save or copy a .jpg file to a USB drive and name the file "userphoto.jpg" insert the drive into the side of your console and press "UPLOAD PHOTO".

4. Next add your personal info by pressing on the text fields.

Note: When a text field is pressed a number pad or keyboard will appear.

Let's show you how to access media

Before your workout

1. On the home page choose your workout.

2. Enter the parameters of your workout and then press media.

Note: Certain workouts need input to begin such as time, distance, calories, age, and weight.

3. Choose your media and press OK.

Note: You will have to log into your account for Netflix, Hulu, Facebook, and Instagram.

Note: If no user icons are available you can delete or edit a user simply by selecting it.

Note: To upload a photo save or copy a .jpg file to a USB drive and name the file "userphoto.jpg" insert the drive into the side of your console and press "UPLOAD PHOTO".

Note: Apple TV and Firesticks can be connected and used through HDMI. Simply connect them and press the HDMI media icon.

Note: It’s a safety feature that turns the treadmill off if no steps are sensed in 20 seconds.

During your workout

1. During your workout press the media tab located on the right side of the page and select your media.

Note: Apple TV and Firesticks can be connected and used through HDMI. Simply connect them and press the HDMI media icon.

Change the volume during a workout

1. Press the speaker icon in the top left and move the slider up or down to change the volume.

20s step of timer safety feature

1. Turn it on or off here.

Note: It’s a safety feature that turns the treadmill off if no steps are sensed in 20 seconds.

This was a quick setup guide. For more information such as faq’s, videos, or guides scan the corresponding QR code below or visit bodycraft.com/treadmills.
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*We reserve the rights to make improvements or changes at any time.*